Welcome to the 3rd issue of our Mekong Circle 2004 Reunion newsletter.
In the November 2003 issue, we introduced a series describing the various groups that compose our association. It began with a short history of the Filipinos who worked with the United States Agency for International Development (USA/D) in Laos. In this issue we continue
with the Eastern Construction Company in Laos (ECCO/L).

A REMARKABLE

DIVERSITY OF SKILLS

n a roundup of the six major groups- Air America, Bird & Sons, Continental Air Services, ECCOIL,Operation Brotherhood, USAID- we
erred by citing that ECCOIL employed by the early 1960s, some 500 to 600 Filipino technicians in Laos. A listing of employees provided
us recently indicate there were less than 200- 189 to be exact in a roster dated September 6, 1960. But by 1962, when they were withdrawn from Laos, their number had risen to 424.
What is remarkable about the 1960 listing is the extensive diversity of skills represented by ECCOIL technicians. From generic job titles
such as inventory technicians and electrical engineers, there were corrosion control specialists, aircraft airframe mechanics, aircraft engine
mechanics, artillery repairmen , diesel mechanics, armament machinists, architectural engineers, parachute riggers, packaging and preservation specialists, small arms specialists, track vehicle repairmen , welder instructors, ordnance parts specialists, airborne radio maintenance specialists, propeller technicians, ammunition storage specialists, explosive ordinance disposal specialists, turreUiathe/drill press
machinists., English instructors, and so on. Supporting them were squads of clerks- specialists themselves in record-keeping and supplywho knew what it took to keep everybody rolling. For in those years, the largely unskilled Lao armed forces, locked in a guerrilla war, needed all the help it could get to make it stand on its own.
This was not the first time the Lao had turned to the Philippines. Beginning in 1958, it had been sending military trainees to Scout
Ranger school at Fort McKinley in Manila. Lao officers were flown in for counterinsurgency seminars. In 1959, the U.S. contracted ECCOI
to conduct a full-scale training program in Laos.
ECCOIL's credentials for the job were indisputable. It was already instructing military personnel in
South Vietnam where their service was rated ' highly effective.' Started in 1954 as Freedom Company,
its personnel were mostly either former guerrillas against the Japanese in World War II or former
Philippine Army personnel with ' extensive combat experience against the Communist Huk guerrillas in
the Philippines,' said a memo from a Pentagon expert in guerrilla warfare . ECCOIL's head, ' Frisco'
Johnny San Juan, was a former National Commander of the Philippines Veterans Legion who could
tap an experienced manpower pool.
On January 9, 1959, San Juan signed a Memorandum of Agreement with Henry Wilkins, deputy
controller of the Plans Evaluation Office, a U.S. aid office in Vientiane, to provide Filipino advisors.
"Frisco• Johnny San Juan
Within that year, 75 of them arrived in Laos. They were headed by Alfonso ' Pons' Enriquez, a reserved
colonel with the Philippine Armed Forces.
' They were posted all over the country,' remembers Ernie Felix, who was also recruited from Manila as a finance officer. ' I travelled to
Savannakhet, Pakse, Luang Prabang, the Plain of Jars, Sayaboury every 15 days,' in his job as paymaster from 1960 to 1963, distributing
kip allowances. Their main base in Vientiane was a hotel-type building near Wat Simuong, where two to three technicians would share a
room.
In 1962, an international agreement mandated all foreign military advisors, including ECCOIL, to leave the country. During their relatively
short stay in Laos, published accounts of their work, is hard to find . The rare references, however, speak volumes. Here for example, is an
excerpt from U.S. Congressional hearings on US AID operations before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations of
the House of Representatives from March to June 1959. The question was asked about instruction conducted by the Philippines. Charles
Shuff, a Department of Defense deputy assistant secretary for International Security Affairs, replied :
' There are also, however, some Filipinos, who came to Laos and by the way are strangely absorbable in Laos, for reasons that I can't
explain, who have done some instruction work in Laos.'
Perhaps someone should tell Mr. Shuff that Asians helping Asians was not a strange concept among Filipinos in Laos.
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How CHARM GAVE WAY To CoMMERCE

For Mekong Circle members, Vientiane was
the beginning and the end. Here was their
first and last stop . It began in 1956 when the
pioneers arrived and ended in 1975 when
they had to leave, forced out as the
Indochina War closed a sad chapter in Asian
history. In that time, adventurous Filipinos,
as many as a thousand over that period,
lived and worked in Laos, mainly in
Vientiane.
For many of them, young and impressionable, flushed with the excitement of their
first overseas assignment, Vientiane formed
or changed their lives in many ways.
Whether they stayed for months or years, the
city stirred intense memories, sparked perhaps by a newspaper headline, a picture, a
call from someone with whom those times
·were shared.
Few members have returned for a visit.
Those who did, such as a group of 10 former
employees of USAID and OB who spent a
week in Vientiane in November 2002,
returned home, drained with emotion.
"It has always been an obsession for me
and Vitoy to see Laos again, "said Joji
Naranjo, wife of the former project manager
ofOB, who lived therefor more than 20
years. They did return for a week in March
2001 . Lost in the swirl of recollections and a
vastly changed urban landscape, they said
they "did not have enough of Vientiane during the short trip. "
Such are the perils of so-called sentimental j ourneys. Here is one member's
account:

crossed into Laos on November 9, 2002, my
first return after leaving that country 34 years
ago. In the 1960s, Bangkok was the preferred
jump off point into Laos (unless you wanted to fly
in via Saigon, which at that time was the boiling
Asian hot center of a Moscow-Washington cold
war) . From Bangkok, you fly into Laos' Wattay airport or take a train into Nongkai, the Thai border
town (now a city), then cross the Mekong river to
Thadeua (a village then, now a town) in Laos.
By plane, you know you have crossed into Lao
airspace if you looked out the window at the
muddy brown waters of the Mekong. At one bend
of the river lies Vientiane. In 1961 , when I first
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The "tuktuk" (that's how its engine sounds) has replaced the "sam/a" in Vientiane .

looked down. it did not have the look of a capital
city -no tall buildings, no leaf-clover highways, no
prominent landmark. Indeed, there seemed to be
more trees than buildings. Here and there, the brilliant, crimson flash of a temple's roof top poked
through the greenery. Surrounded by shimmering
spreads of ricefields, the city sat like a lumpy, cluster of vegetation in your front lawn's flat green
expanse.
Today, there's another way to get into Laos from
Nongkhai to Thadeua -- via the Mittaphab
("Friendship") bridge. Built by Australia in 1994, it is
the first one across the Mekong between Thailand
and Laos. One account described its inauguration
as an "unprecedented political spectacle as the
Laotian president and the Thai king sat side by
side for the first time, joined by the prime ministers
of Laos, Thailand and Australia." Other observers
noted the bridge's epoch-making symbolic value to
Laos, the break from its oft-quoted "landlocked"
geographic designation to a "landlinking" state.
Bounded on all sides by its neighbors- China
and Myanmar in the north, Vietnam in the east,
Thailand in the west, Cambodia in the south Laos was truly locked in; the bridge was heralded
as the first link to its integration with its neighbors
and its opening to the west after the failed socialist
policies of its 1975 revolution.
But if truth be told, Laos (or at least Vientiane)
had never been locked in from its Thai neighbor.
During my stay in the city from 1961 to 1968,

Vientiane residents and I crossed freely between
Thadeua and Nongkhai (and other convenient
points along the river) by ferry or boat. No passport
checks, no customs declarations, no immigration
counters.
On that warm November night in 2002, my
passport in my pocket (two loose photos and $30
clipped to it for the required visa entry), I crossed
Mittaphab into Laos after a three-decade plus
absence. What other changes, engineering or otherwise, I wondered, transpired over that time?
But first a bit of history for some perspective. In
1960, an independent Laos was only six years old
after 40 years as a French colony. At its birth in
1954, two fathers claimed it as its own - the royal
government and the communist Pathet Lao. Half of
its neighbor, North Vietnam, was already
Communist, having defeated the French at Dien
Bien Phu. America, fearful that Laos too, would fall
under its ideological enemy, threw its support
behind the government and its seat in Vientiane.
It began with a $2 million U.S. Treasury check
to pay the January 1955 payroll of the 25,000-man
Lao Army. By 1975 when it pulled out in the face of
a victorious Pathet Lao takeover that same year,
U.S. economic aid had ballooned to $896 million
(and only God knows how many more hundreds of
millions in military aid). Over those 21 years, Laos
became the helpless pawn of their competing godfathers - the Vietnamese-backed Pathet Lao and
the American-aided Royal Lao government. It suffered horribly during the 1960s when it was sub-

jected to extensive aerial bombardment by the
U.S. of North Vietnamese sanctuaries in Laos and
its Ho Chi Minh supply trails that extended into its
southern provinces. It's estimated that more
bombs were dropped in that period than were used
during the whole of World War II. As one result,
thousands of refugees swamped into squalid
camps.
Vientiane remained unscathed except for three
episodes of savage infighting between Lao army
factions . In August 1960, a captain named Kong Le
(who had trained in the Philippines) seized the city
in a coup d'etat. An American-backed Lao general
marched in from the south and retook it in a fiveday battle. The hundreds of residents who fted
across the Mekong and the countryside returned to
survey the rubble of war: spent shell casings, torn
masonry, smashed windows, shell-pocked buildings. One account claimed that 1,000 civilians
died, in which "all sides shared responsibility for
the wanton destruction of the capital." Among the
victims were two Filipino Air America mechanics,
both held as prisoners of the retreating Kong Le
loyalists and later released.
If Vientiane residents thought that was the
worst their city would take since the Thais laid it to
. waste in 1828, they were wrong. It happened again
in April 1963 when two generals chose the city for
their shooting arena. The incident claimed the life
of one Filipino, OB accountant "Nedy" Natividad,
who was shot by a soldier while in a vehicle that
was stopped at a checkpoint. He left a newly married, pregnant wife, Bella.
The next year, the residents, for the third time,
cowered when three generals had another shooting spat. Although Vientiane was far removed from
most of the fighting in the northern provinces, it
was a prime target in the civil war. The OB Hospital
in the That Luang area sat right beside the large
Chinaimo army camp. In one of those internecine
quarrels between the generals, mortar rounds
whistled over the hospital roof, before slamming
into the camp with deafening bursts and bone
marrow shaking aftershocks. At another time, a
guerrilla attack on the Wattay airport against cargo
planes swamped the hospital with truckloads of the
wounded and the dying.
"What a baptism of fire!" remembers Cora
Portugal Sazon, an OB nurse. "I and Becky
Tayaban Ciborski had just arrived in Vientiane. And
suddenly, we were doing triage, as bodies piled up
on the hospital corridors."
But for much of that 60s decade, Vientiane experienced a boom of another sort. Wrote one observer:
"Since the beginning of the American aid program, Vientiane has blossomed forth with air-conditioned movies, pastry shops, night clubs with
taxi-dancers imported from Hongkong and Saigon,
many new restaurants, a startling increase in the
number of automobiles, to say nothing of improved
educational and hospital facilities. Many of these
innovations might appear rather primitive or even

pathetic to the sophisticated Westerner but to a
Lao official with six years of education, who at most
may have had a trip to Bangkok or Saigon, these
developments have great appeal. Certainly, they
are much more enticing than anything the provincial towns have to offer, and infinitely more than
can be found in an average village of Laos, which
most likely is reached by trail and has neither electricity nor radio ... Undoubtedly, a certain growth of
Vientiane was inevitable for the development of
Laos as a national state, but to a large extent, the
boom was artificial, based as it has been almost
entirely on outside aid."
The boom was not without its harsh sounds and
sights . Monstrous, olive-colored army trucks
roared recklessly , defiantly down pot-holed, narrow, rutted streets. Heaven help the samlor (pedicab) driver and bicycle riders in their way. A redlight district, Dong Palan, emerged among the ricefields of a corner of the city. New consumer goods
crammed store shelves; droves of Thais crossed

for a break from the steaming city, would motor
down to Thadeua, 25 kms away, to linger over
grilled chicken legs (pink khai), papaya shavings
salad (tamsom), and coconut milk in open-air stalls
perched over the Mekong bank.
For teenagers, there was not much to do except
to putter around town in groups on their Hondas,
Suzukis and Yamahas. "Pai sai?" you asked them,
where are you going? "Pai kin 1om" they holler
back, to eat the wind, wheezing down Km. 9 to
Sisavong Vong University or up That Luang
Boulevard to the grand shrine. (Today, if you have
the money, preferably U.S. dollars or Thai baht, the
Dansavanh Nam Ngum Resort beckons one hour
away along the Ngam Ngum Lake. Expect the
usual resort pleasures: hotel, restaurant, karaoke
bar, gym, swimming pool, casino).
The well-traveled tourist would characterize the
city as bland architecturally. But the many wats are
jewels; the mustard yellow French colonial-style
residences, with their narrow windows and shutters, never fail to exude enchantment. What the
city lacked for the eye to see, it made up with
charm.
Goodbye Nostalgia
You saw it from the shy, sweet smiles of school(Pedal-powered "Sam/a'}
girls in their sinh skirts and their glistening embroidered hems; the leisurely walking pace; the batWelcome Reality
tered Opel and Mercedes unmetered taxicabs
(Internal Combustion "Tuktuk'} stopping for every hailing passenger, their back
seats loaded with baskets and live chickens ( after
the river, speaking a strangely accented English, a sudden rainstorm, they would park right in the
snapping up new jobs with American aid agencies. middle of a big puddle on the street to give their
Rural young men migrated to city-based govern- cabs a washing); sidewalk vendors pounding a
ment jobs. A provincial town of 60,000 bulged into stone mortar and pestle for a tamsom serving; a
a city of 150,000.
father weaving his Honda around bikes and cabs,
Indian clothing stores discovered a new mon- his wife seated behind hugging a child, another
eyed class of customers other than the French - child perched on the handlebars; ftocks of bicycles
the Canadians, Polish and Indians of the gliding along the street edge.
International Control Commission (ICC), Filipino
After 34 years, has the charm endured? Some
doctors, nurses, engineers and accountants. wats glowed with their new coats of bright yellow
Among their bolts of Italian and English cloth , they and red paint as part of the citywide facelift to prostacked transistor radios, records, fountain pens, mote Visit Laos 2000 tourism program. The venercuff links. ICC was a creation of the Geneva 1962 able Wat Phra Keo, fortunately, was spared any
convention that monitored a nominally "neutral" paint spruce up. It retains its historic, ancient,
Laos.
decaying, grey look. Television satellite disks atop
Also benefiting from the inftux of aid money living quarters in some wat compounds as well as
were the Chinese traders and the Vietnamese internet cafes and the increasing use of cellphones
craftsmen. The latter not only dominated the tailor- testified to the city's embrace of the digital age.
ing business. Shut out from government jobs, they (But internet connections are so "sah-sah", so
were barbers, carpenters, tinsmiths, construction very, very s-1-o-w).
workers, food vendors, jewelers, taxi-dancers,
Vientiane has been on a building splurge waiters. One of the best restaurants in town, the government ministries, international aid agencies
Vietnamese-owned Tan Dao Vien, was the pre- and embassies occupy Western-style mansions
ferred site for Filipino banquets.
behind gated, landscaped compounds . New
Vientiane of the 1960s, despite its swelling pop- streets, new buildings, the disappearance of familulation, remained small for a capital city. It had 5 iar landmarks -all these made for many lost walkbanks, 6 hotels, three hospitals. Its commercial ing hours during my two-week stay . "The old
core along Pang Kham road, was free of the wild Vientiane is gone," recounts Vitoy after his own
clutter of neon signs, billboards and other eyesores visit in March 2001 .
that blight other much bigger Asian capitals. It
Three stunning structures have risen : the
sorely lacked recreational outlets. Crowds packed Cultural Hall, the National Assembly, and the
the Seng Lao and Vieng Samay moviehouses to Kaysone Phoumivan Memorial and Museum. With
watch Thai films . On weekends, families desperate

half a million residents, foot traffic in the Tala! Sao
morning market area can grow very dense. Would
you believe three golf driving ranges, one within
city limits, and lighted for night swings?
International cuisine beyond the predictable
Thai, Vietnamese and French now includes
Japanese, Italian, Indian and even a Filipino
restaurant- Mabuhay- located, where else, right
in front of the Philippine Embassy on Phontan
Road. Noi lnsisienmay, the Lao owner and wife of
the Filipino manager Nestor Daguman, can whip
up a passable sinigang. Perhaps the best bargain
is at the buffet table at the new Wattay airport
where a sumptuous lunch spread of both Lao and
international food can be had for the equivalent of
$2.70 per person. (The small but stylishly functional airport itself is a Japanese project).
Tourists sparked a hotel building spree in the
city. There are 37 hotels (from 6 in 1966) and some
40 guesthouses (non-existent in the 60s). Last
year, 735,662 tourists visited Laos, bringing in revenues of $113 million. Businessmen and visiting
dignitaries are billeted in the Lao Plaza Hotel and
Novotel where the amenities of any modern hotel
are found, from saunas to business centers. Rates
for these high-end places, including the renovated
(by Filipino artisans) Settha Palace, can reach
$180 a night. Lots of backpackers on a budget
flock to guesthouse such as the Sambaidee where
a Washington Post reporter wrote: ~two dollars a
night buys a bunk bed in a fan-cooled dormitory, a
shared bathroom with hot water and a balcony
where you'll meet a motley crew from all over this
world ."
The 1960s Viengratry (and its Filipino band
leader) was the nightclub to go to. That's because
it was the only one in town . A new version,
renamed Viengratry Mai, (the New Viengratry) has
moved near the Morning Market. Today, there's a
discotheque in many hotels, with flashing lights
and DJs. Senesouk Nightclub along Luang
Prabang Road offers hostesses to sit and dance
with you for 15,000 kips an hour (or $1.50). A
smaller club beside it is packed with the first generation children of the revolution, teenagers looking like 12, pumping up and down as if on pogo
sticks, to thunderous, tympanic-membrane blistering techno-punk rock music. There's no room,
much less inclination, to do the "lamvong" here.
Streets during the rush hours (yes, there are
rush hours!) are so clogged with cars and motorcycles, accidents and fatalities are among the highest in Asia per capita. Helmets are rarely seen.
The Lao News Agency was frank enough to post
on their website: "Take care when driving. Traffic is
undisciplined. At night, cyclists use no lights.
Vehicles and cyclists often stop in the right lane to

Rush hour along Lane Xang Avenue. Patuxai Memorial rises in the background.

turn left and vice versa. They may do so in front of
you without looking and without signaling."
Has the charm gone with the commercialism ?
And how did one of the last remaining official
socialist states in the world put profits before party
ideology? It was not meant to be so. When Laos
went Communist in 1975, it dutifully followed in the
steps of Big Brother Vietnam and their Soviet tutor.
Teams of Eastern European consultants, as many
as 2000 it was reported, descended on the city to
assist the Lao chart the way to proletarian
progress.
Somehow it did not work. Physically, the advice
produced, "massive concrete monuments to bad
taste, from the ugly National Assembly, north of
Vientiane, to the huge state hotels with tacky lobbies, repulsive furniture and seedy carpets," wrote
a Western visitor.
The former American cultural officer of the U.S.
Embassy in Laos who married the former Prime
Minister Souvanna Phouma's daughter noted ,
during a visit in 1979, that "Vientiane was the most
moribund city I have ever seen and ever hope to
see. As we drove through the streets where the
shops had flourished, we were greeted by an
emptiness and silence that were chilling. No people were at the morning market."
In 1986, the party leadership turned around and
launched its "New Economic Mechanism," in
essence, capitalism. And the rest, as they say, is
history. Just visit Tala! Sao. Pre-revolution time, it
was a vast expanse of fresh produce spread out on
straw mats on the ground. Today, it is three-building mall, overflowing with mostly Thai and Chinese
manufactured goods. Their consumers may not

have hefty disposable income. But there seems to
be enough cash flow to keep the shelves wellstocked. It helps that almost half (48%) of
Vientiane's population derive some income from
overseas relatives. A December 1999 government
report said these remittances accounted for the
single most important source of income for
Vientiane valley people, representing 28% of all
household earnings, compared to 25% from agriculture, 22% from wages and 18% from business.
It should also be noted that when the Pathet Lao
took charge of the country in 1975, almost
350,000 Lao fled abroad, or 10% of the population
then. A steady trickle has been returning for visits
as the country opened up. The survey also
revealed that more than half (56%) of Vientiane
residents have relatives overseas.
The cliches that travel writers describe Laos " sleepy", "laid-back" , "unhurried", "exotic",
"remote" - may apply to regions outside the city.
Times have changed. So has Vientiane.
Some traces of the old charm endure - the
sidewalk tamsom vendors now also sell cold, bottled water from a Styrofoam bucket; the stall
across from the Senesouk Nightclub also offers
"balut" (kai nuk) with Beer Lao. Some things are
timeless: sipping your beer along the Fa Ngoum
riverside road while a magnificently dazzling sunset sinks slowly on the Mekong horizon. A golden
glow drenches the fire trees and the sweeping arc
of the road from Wat Chan to Tal at Simuoug . Best
of all: the pusaos still flash the sweetest of smiles.
It's one priceless reason to keep returning.
- by J. "Pete" Fuentecil/a

REMEMBERING VIENTIANE

When consul Rodolfo "Rody"
Sanchez arrived in Vientiane on
September 17, 1965, he was the first
Filipino diplomat posted onsite. After
almost two years there, he was posted back to Manila, then to Chicago.
He retired in 2002 as Ambassador to
the Netherlands. Heres how he
remembers his
service for Filipinos in Laos at a
time when this expatriate community
was the largest in Southeast Asia.

aos was not exactly my dream assignment in
the Philippine foreign service, coming as it did
in
when that region of the world was fast
becoming a war zone. How could I think of taking
my family there? I was therefore upset when I got
my order to go and open our embassy in Vientiane.
At that point, I was about to complete my first official posting abroad in Rangoon, Burma (now
known as Yangon, Myanmar). Burma, itself classified a hardship post in our service was then
described as fifty years behind the times. What
could Laos be ?
Still, because in those days we were good soldiers who followed orders first and asked questions later, I reluctantly flew to Bangkok for my connecting flight to Vientiane - leaving my family in
Rangoon for them to instead return home to the
Philippines. Expectedly, I did not have a memorable.flight from Bangkok - on board a Royal Air
Lao airplane that, even at that time, was not exactJy the greatest achievement in aviation technology.
Our landing at the Wattay airport in Vientiane gave
me a queasy feeling and at once raised my apprehension about what I was getting into.
it was late afternoon, and there was apparently
no other flight coming or going. In fact, Wattay was
eerily quiet for an international airport. I don't recall
the immigration procedure but it is still clear in my
mind that there was no customs officer on duty or
any porter around.
1 had to drag my one suitcase to the front of the
building and was naturally pleased to find a dilapidated taxicab with a driver in a black shirt (yes, I
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Consul Rody Sanchez, in Vientiane,
sometime during the 1960s

remember the color!), who did not speak English.
Somehow, we managed to get to the unpretentious
Lane Xang Hotel in downtown Vientiane.
Lane Xang - the first embassy office
At Lane Xang, I found two members of the staff of
the embassy I was supposed to set up- Domingo
Canieso and Alex de Ia Cruz - a welcome surprise
in what so far was a lonesome task. Our first official act was to rent a small room close to the lobby
to serve as our first office.
I have a very hazy recollection about my first
official visit the next day to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. It must have been there, as well as through
Mr. Canieso and Alex, that I learned more about
Operation Brotherhood. I had read about OB from
the post report of the American embassy in
Vientiane, which I had borrowed from the American
embassy in Rangoon to prepare myself for the new
assignment.
My first Filipinos
1don't know much, if anything, about Vientiane
today. But I remember it then as a two street town
- one parallel to the Mekong River and the other
perpendicular to it. The taxicab trip to the OB compound from Lane Xang was a rather short one on
the perpendicular (northward?) road. Isn't that area
called That Luang?
There 1 met my first Filipinos in Laos in the persons pf Vitoy Naranjo and Boni Gillego, the big

chiefs of the OB mission - who jokingly told me
that they mistook me for a drug detailman. lnspite
of the joke, then and there I felt that Laos was
going to be a pleasant assignment after all.
And, indeed it was, for in Laos I had the pleas~
ure of meeting and associating with some of the
finest people I have met in my lifetime. There were
more or less a thousand Filipinos within the jurisdiction of the Kingdom. I recall, rather proudly, that
1had a first-name relationship with many of them.
1 originally wanted to title this piece as
"Remembering Paradise," which is an indication of
how I eventually felt about that assignment. To
start with, being a nature lover, the unspoiled countryside was a fine source of artistic inspiration.
1 did not really have much chance to travel
around the region . My only out- of-town trip was to
the royal palace in the hills of Luang Prabang
where I accompanied my boss, Ambassador
Felipe Mabilangan Sr., the first resident Philippine
ambassador to the Kingdom of Laos - to present
his credentials to His Majesty King Savang
Vatthana. It was the first royal palace I had ever
entered and it was an awesome experience. The
flight to Luang Prabang was uneventful but I
remember the road trek to the palace which included crossing a beautiful stream on a motorized raft.
This reminded of my boyhood days when we paddled bancas on the Pasig River - when it was
pristine and still clean.On the other hand, my
Laotian assignment gave me the learning experience that I would need in my profession .
Throughout the length of my work in the foreign
service in later years I was to find out that working
with expatriate Filipino communities is not the easiest job in this world- even as often times it is what
makes the job most pleasant and rewarding.
The OB mission
OB, of course, was one of the biggest Filipino
groups with outposts in other parts of the country,
including medical personnel who provided service
to the royal court. Being originally a Jaycee
International undertaking, OB was responsible for
the organization of a Jaycee chapter in Laos. My
first official social function in Laos early in my tour
of duty was in fact a Jaycee evening organized for
the benefit of the victims of a natural disaster in the
Philippines. Now, how could we in the embassy
have done that on our own at that point in time?
(There was a downside to that evening. It ended

up in a Filipino-Lao brawl in which I personally got
involved. Shame.0 It was through 08 as well as
other influential Filipino community leaders that our
embassy was able to establish useful contacts with
high Lao officials, including senior cabinet members and military generals. Indeed, that was particularly great for me because that kind of access is
not normal for a junior embassy official. Diplomacy
is essentially communication, and such contacts
made our job much easier and interesting. Among
the first personal acquaintances we made was
Sittha Sisombat who later became the Lao representative to the ADB in Manila. A businessman
cousin of his, Sisouk Sisombat, was our first landlord being the owner of our temporary office and
the mansion that was to become our embassy,
both on Thadeua Road by the Mekong River.
ECCOIL paramilitary services
CCOIL (Eastern Construction Company in
Laos. formerly known as Freedom
Company) provided paramilitary services to
the Lao government, including a program of teaching English to Laotians. There was no doubt that
this was an American operation. It was first tried in
Vietnam and much later in Africa. The headman in
Manila was Frisco San Juan, who at that time was
elected congressman of our district in Rizal
province. At that time, the ECCOIL chief of mission
in Laos was Col. Alfonso "Pons" Enriquez, whom
they called SOR (which I think stood for Senior
Overseas Representative). Every afternoon, Pons
would sit at the balcony of his house overlooking
Thadeua Road with a bottle of whiskey, sipping the
evening away. I had many a drinking bouts with
Pons and his buddies in ECCOIL- as well as with
Vitoy Naranjo and company in 08, and occasionally with other Filipinos at the Vieng Ratry nightclub, which the Americans called Green Latrine.
There was another place the Americans
euphemistically called Turkey- where the gobblegobbling was done not by female fowls.
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Drinking bouts
n many occasions I felt that my Filipino
drinking cronies were trying to drink me
down under the table - to test, I thought, if
I was qualified to join the old boys'club. Bah, that
was not easy for them to do for those were my vigorous days. At one time I even joined Vitoy
Naranjo, who himself drank like a fish, imbibing
lao-lao with straws from a jar together with Lao military generals. At OB one New Year's eve, Vitoy ,
Nards Hilario and I drank lao-lao with Scotch
whiskey as chaser, in the company of tear-eyed,
homesick OB nurses
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USAID Filipinos

he
US Agency for
International
Development, better known as USAID,
appeared to me as some kind of counterpart
government in that country. It had a good number
of Filipinos in its employ doing clerical and technical work - as locally-hired TCNs (third country
nationals). I think there were a few who used to be
connected with the American embassy in Manila. I
tried to help the USAID Filipinos do battle with the
USAID management when they felt they were not
being treated fairly. I did not stay long enough to
see the end of the fight.
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Air America, Continental milk run
hen there were the airline companies - Air
America and Continental Air Services - with
a handful of Filipinos among their ground
crew. I was to learn - and a few times I did go to
the airport to observe - that the two outfits sent
out their planes on a milk run at dawn everyday
over the hills of Laos to airdrop provisions and
ammunition to the hill tribes ofHmong fighting the
communist Pathet Lao. Apparently, this was to
keep the tribes alive and militarily-equipped. My
informants also told me that sometimes they also
dropped provision to the Pathet Lao side - to keep
the war going, which would justify American presence in the region.
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That brought to mind how in a class at Columbia
University where I had studied years before, I was
dismayed listening to an American classmate raise
the issue if Laos was worth all the money the US
was spending on it- $15 million a day, he said.
Stinking, ugly American, I muttered to myself. (I
had just read the controversial book of Eugene
Burdick and William Lederer,)
Golfers, wannabes
here were other, unaffiliated Filipinos in
Laos, including occasional jobseekers -that
time being the beginning of the Overseas
Filipino Worker phenomenon. There were businessmen as well, the better known ones being two
owners/operators of small construction companies
named Delaon and Dolorfino. One of them was
Ambassador Mabilangan's buddy and accompanied him in brief visits to Bangkok. If I recall correctly, it was Delaon who was active in a golf group
of ten to twenty regular members. They called it the
3-in-One Club because the golf course on which
they played was only a three-hole affair. They
themselves built the course with the help of
Delaon's construction crew. It was in a forested
area not too far from the city. It had no real greens
but sand mounds. And there were trees in the fairway, such that your drive could hit a tree trunk and
ricochet to you-know-not-where. Also, they had
only one set of clubs for comunal use.
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Fancying myself a sports enthusiast, it was with
great interest that I joined the group in their
Sundays at the "golf course." We had great,
wholesome fun, including at lunch in a nearby
shack which served a kind of arroz a Ia Cubana.
Mababaw na ka/igayahan but it was such that I
really looked forward to each weekend. Early
enough I knew that I would never be an Arnold
Palmer, I did want to learn to play golf- which I
had heard was a useful tool in my line of work.
Moreover, I thought it was a matter of duty that I
promote Filipino involvement in that activity in
order to help lure them away from the cockfights
introduced to Laos by some enterprising Filipino
sabungeros. Considering the Filipino love for cockfighting, it was only natural that I failed in that goal.
Worse, I learned in later years after my time that an
official of our embassy was the most ardent
sabong enthusiast in Vientiane.
P.S. My golf career ended there, too. After Laos, I
never went to a golf course again, except once to
open a golf tournament in Chicago, where my
Laotian experience served me well. Everybody
was surprised that I could swing a club and actually hit the ball!
A Drowning Tragedy
aos was not really all fun . I have a most
unforgettable memory of a particular tragedy.
Three OB personnel drowned in a river
somewhere in the countryside. I remember it well
not only because it was the first time in my career
that I would seal a casket for shipment home - a
regular consular duty. It was also where I saw the
most touching scene ever in my lifetime. At the
morgue as I sadly watched Jane Canonizado gently embrac'ing the naked body of her dead brother,
I immediately thought of Michelangelo's Pieta. I
hardly knew either of them, but I have never forgotten her name or that poignant scene. The image
returned to my mind later in my life as I actually
viewed the fine artwork of Michelangelo in a
European museum.
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Daily routine
y daily routine as consul and diplomatic
officer kept me in the office in the mornings
doing my paper work and enjoying a regular chat with my boss, happily reminiscing about
his past adventures. His sentimentality was understandable because he was nearing mandatory
retirement and Laos was his last assignment. After
lunch, I did what I called my field work, visiting my
"constituents" - in OB, ECCOIL, USAID, Air
America, etc. The field work was useful and enjoyable, and it kept me abreast of what was happening all around. Often enough, this field work
stretched into the night, as there were functions to
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attend, cocktail hours that eventually ended up as
drinking sprees, poker games, all sorts of fun
things.
Problem cases

he job was not really all tliat easy. There
were problems, big and small. One case
involved a young man from Batangas who
shot a Laotian military officer one night at the Vieng
Ratry. He came to me in the middle of the night
after the incident. And I ended up hiding him in my
house and, lest I be charged with obstruction of
justice and be expelled I later surrendered him to
the police authorities. This was towards the end of
my term in Laos, but I was able to visit him in
prison before I left, through the help of our contacts
with the Minister of Justice. In another case, in the
OB hospital I held the hand of another Filipino
dying from a gunshot wound - feeling so lonely
and so fearful of death in that far away land. I
learned later that he was a fugitive from justice in
the Philippines.
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Mekong flood

hen there was the great ftood when the
Mekong overflowed in 1966 - or was it
1967? Those of us who were used to ftoods
in Manila were amusedly skeptical as in preparation for the impending inundation of the city, the
Laotians - under American direction -were setting up sandbag dikes on the banks of the rampaging river. Such a stratagem would not work in
Manila, I thought to myself- and here they were
dealing with the mighty Mekong ! But somehow it
helped. The waters did ftood the city eventually but
did not do that much damage. Three areas stayed
above water- the airport area, the OB That Luang
area and our embassy area. We were not equipped
for the disaster, but within our limitations we tried to
do our bit to help our distressed countrymen.
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I recall driving my old reliable Fiat to the Wattay
area in deep floodwater, wading and swimming
with a rope around my waist, to get a couple of
ladies out of their ftooded home, and delivering
them to the safe grounds of the embassy.
Ambassador Mabilangan managed to obtain an
adequate supply of C-rations from the Americans
to tide us over till the waters subsided,
also had the misfortune of having my house broken into one night while my wife and I were out
at a party. (Yes, she joined me eventually in
Vientiane, leaving my children in the care of my
parents in Pasig.) The robbers stole all her jewelry,
among other things. However, in an unbelievable
turn of events after a few days, she saw traces of
them on a woman vendor at the morning market.
The police did the rest - recovering most of the
loot. The police commander was proud and happy
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about solving the case, as indeed
pleased and grateful to them.

we were

There were other more serious, exciting happenings during my time, especially as the cold war
had impacted on the political situation in Southeast
Asia.
The duplex we were occupying as the temporary embassy chancery and also my residential
quarters was right next door to the Russian
embassy compound - separated by a concrete
wall about eight feet high and just about two yards
from my backdoor. The Russians set up a volleyball court close enough to the fence and therefore
their ball would every once in a while fty into my
backyard. In no time, one of my American friends
in the US intelligence service whom I had met in
Rangoon, propositioned me about setting up
some equipment in my quarters. Such gall!
Nonetheless, I said sure, but ask my Ambassador
first. That was the end of it.
If the Russians might have been fascinated with
what was happening on our side of the wall, the
feeling was mutual -and so was our resulting frustration . Having seen too many James Bond
movies, I was naturally inquisitive about the activities of my Russian neighbors. A few times in late
evenings I would try to chase after a Russian car
speeding out of their driveway - only to lose it in
the dark of night.
hat being the time the Vietnam war was starting to rage, there was great interest all over
the world to put a stop to it. Not to be left out,
the Philippines was among those that wanted to
offer a solution - and the plan was to course our
proposal through the Vietnamese embassy in
Vientiane. I had to do the spadework to make the
initial contact with the Vietnamese. It took me several trips in disguised cars to the Vietnamese
embassy somewhere in the outskirts of town to be
able to set up a meeting for Ambassador
Mabilangan. Suffice it to say that, even as I was
able to get my boss inside the Vietnamese
embassy, our mission failed . Also, I never learned
what our own top secret proposal was.
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Coup d'etat

most exciting event was the attempted coup
d'etat in 1967. Such upheavals were
endemic to the countries of the region during
those war years. The youthful commander of the
Lao Air Force, unhappy about something I do not
remember, decided to bomb the military headquarters. Strangely enough, everybody seemed to
know about his plan, and we all watched from a
safe distance as he did his sorties in his T-28 aircraft. Unfortunately for him, his action did not have
the consent of the Americans, and he was forced
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down to land in nearby Udorn in friendly Thailand.
Some ECCOIL friends, themselves ex-military
men, told me that during such upheavals in the
past, the rebel soldiers identified themselves merely by colored armbands --which they invariably
changed as fast as they changed sides. Also, the
ECCOIL ex-soldiers helped fire cannons for either
side and when they got impatient with their
trainees, did the firing themselves.
Renewing friendships

ow, with all that excitement, how could have
I thought that I would not have enough to
write about my tour of duty in Laos, even if
it lasted only two years. There are in fact, during
my idle moments, easy reminders of that colorful
episode in my life, including some personalities I
have bumped into or read about every once in a
while who bring back memories.For instance,
ECCOIL's Frisco San Juan is still active in public
life, whom I meet occasionally. The last time was at
the Rizal High School centennial ceremony a few
months ago, where we were both alumni
awardees.
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OB official Boni Gillego was to me always a mysteriously interesting person. He was a military intelligence officer who preceded me in Rangoon but
whom I caught up with in OB Vientiane. When
Marcos declared martial law. Boni was supposed
to have gone underground, said to be with the
NPA. However, he reappeared later in Washington
DC with the anti-Marcos Movement for a Free
Philippines.
e met again in New York after Edsa I and
embraced like long lost brothers.
Thereafter, he became a PCGG official
and subsequently a congressman representing his
Bicol district. I was detailed to the office of the
Senate President at the time and had continuing
association with Boni. When he died last year, he
was honored by the Bantayog ng mga Bayani. In
the upheaval that overthrew the Shah of Iran in
1979, a personality who figured prominently was
the American Ambassador, William Sullivan .
Sullivan was in Laos when we opened our
embassy. Our two missions developed close relations, and he and his wife attended our Filipino
functions. My wife remembers him as her first lambong dance partner. Sullivan was assigned to the
Philippines after Laos. Dr. Pete Paluay and his wife
Edith were community leaders in northwestern
Illinois, and I had occasions to visit them when I
was consul general in Chicago. There are a number of other friends whom I have met along the way
in my other assignments and elsewhere from time
to time. Now, with the Mekong Circle, being active
as it is, I am confident and happy about renewing
old acquaintances and friendships.
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DREAMING OF LAOS

when there was no meaning. I felt caught. On
one hand doing meaningless acts frustrated me.
But, on the other, I did not want to
disrespect my mom and family. Unfortunately, 1
was an unrecognizable foreigner.
However, just as there are negative
aspects of a journey, there are also positive ones.
Perhaps one of the biggest highlights of the trip
was when I met one of my mother's old friends
from the original OB hospital, Ms. Bounthan
Oudom. She was a wonderful woman, who had a
smile that lit up the room.
As the two ladies sat and reminisced
about the fun days at 08, I got a glimpse of my
mother's past (i.e., her previous
life). The ladies seemed to enjoy the visit tremendously and my mother seemed to be transported
aos had previously lived only in my
back in time to a happy place, as was seen by
thoughts and dreams. I had no
the continuous giggling. A lifelong dream of mine
prior memories of my birtrh country, as 1was only
has been to return to Laos to aid in improving the
1.5 years old when my family joined the masses
healthcare system.
that fled Laos in 1975. Instead, the few tales that
So, when Ms. Bounthan learned of my
my parents shared and the third party accounts
interest in doing medical work in Laos, she gra- ·
told by my oldest sister were patched together
ciously gave me a tour of the Mahosot Hospital.
throughout the years to create a dreamy quilt of
It was a humbling event (another unexpected
my birthplace. I had romantic visions of the landreaction). I had arrogantly assumed that being
scape and people, just as those traveling to exoteducated in the United States meant that 1would
ic lands often do. I imagined tiny villages of bamhave such an advantage over th~ nurses who
boo huts among lush verdant jungles, alive with
were educated in Laos.
peculiar (and scary) wildlife. I had heard about
However, 'after following some doctors
the tuktuks used in Thailand and wondered if they
and nurses on a round , I quickly learned that that
were also utilized in Laos. I was excited to phois not the case. In fact, I've got a lot to learn-not
tograph the unique produce in the outdoor maronly do I need to learn how to read and write in
kets and the fishermen working along the
Lao, but I also need to learn French! (The comMekong among the early
ments on the patients' charts were
misty morn. I was ready to
written in a combination of Lao,
experience a foreign land
English, and French . How talentthrough a foreigner's eyes.
ed!) Not only was it a special treat
To my surprise,
to be able to view the hospital from
Vientiane was much more
behind the scenes, but I also made
modern than I had expected.
another wonderful friend .
On our ride from Wattay
A journey would not b~
Airport to my aunt and uncle's
worthy if there were no lessons
home, our sights were filled
learned. So, though there were
with multiple-story buildings, a
challenging times, I wou ldn't trade
mass of jumbos and scooters
my experience for the world. If
weaving in and out, and peoanything, it fuels my desire to
ple talking on cell phones.
return to my homeland-whether it
Three schoolmates meet in Vientiane, from left: Sivone Urai (OB nursing
Although I had no prior memo
class of 1967), Bounthan Oudom (1963), Phoukham Phengphong (1965) . be (truly) as a foreigner or not.

Noi Kosila returned to
Laos for the first time last
November. Twenty five years
ago, she was an infant, carried
by her parents on a canoe
across the Mekong river to
Thailand. Both her parents -Phet and Phoukham -- 1965
graduates of the OB School of
Practical Nursing in Vientiane,
had decided that escaping from
their country was risky but was the only way
out of the uncertain political times of 1975.
They made it to Philadelphia.
Noi graduated from the University
of Denver in Colorado last year. Sh e accompanied her mother to Vientiane. Th is is an
account of her visit there.
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ries of Vientiane to compare with, I
was sure that this was far from what
it was before.
Seeing the capital differently than I had envisioned was not
as much of a shock, however, as
being totally immersed in the culture.
This I was not prepared for.
Although I got a peek of Lao culture
and customs while growing up, this trip was the
first time I had no escape should I feel uncomfortable.
This discomfort stems from being hellbent on being American and fitting in while growing up in the suburbs of Philadelphia (where there
were only a couple of other Lao families) .
Reacting in a way that I had never imagined, 1
found myself becoming frustrated rather than
excited to discover my heritage. I was prepared
to learn about the culture in a Discovery show
kind of way, like a curious child learning about a
past civilization .
Unfortunately, I failed to realize that 1
would be treated as any other Lao. It was understandable that the natives would expect that 1
spoke the language (well). After all, I looked just
like them and I was traveling with other Lao's. It
made me angry when I realized that I was the
only one to blame because I had not kept up with
my native language. Perhaps the most exasperating aspect, though, was participation in cultural
and religious ceremonies was expected of me.
Though I was eager to learn about the various
ceremonies, the excitement was somehow lost

NANG SENG, THAO BouN: WHERE ARE You?

.
A

s we reach out to our Lao colleagues to invite them to our sth Mekong
Circle reunion and to the 1st OB School of Nursing reunion, we are discovering that the search for their whereabouts can be a daunting task. Putting
together the Filipino membership database is arduous enough. The effort,
coordinated by Puring de Jesus out of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, has resulted in
some 400 names with full addresses out of about a 1,000 estimated Mekong
Circle members.
Ernie Felix, who was paymaster for Lao, Thai and Filipino employees of Air
America, Continental Air Services and ECCOIL, estimates that the nonFilipino payroll came to some 2,000 names. Former OB Lao nurse Phet
Kosila, who performed the same task for Lao employees of USAID when it
hired him, said he disbursed cash wages to some 1,000 Lao all over the country. Walter "Ty" Voradeth, a bookkeeper at OB's headquarters in Vientiane,
computed severance pay for 728 Lao OB employees when USAID pulled out
in 1975 and left a 6-month kip reserve.
Hence the 148 names of the graduates of the OB nursing school are but a
tiny sliver of a Lao membership population we seek. And out of those, only 39
have full addresses. So, where oh where are you, Nang Seng and Thao Boun,
since you left Laos?
We know that many Lao, uncertain of their future under a new Communist
government, joined the exodus out of Laos in 1975, mainly across the Mekong
River to Thailand. According to official Thai figures, 228,000 refugees crossed
over between 1975 and 1978. Mostly Lao, they were joined by Khmer, Hmong
and Vietnamese. From there, they found permanent homes in other countries. As late as 1979, some 74,000 lowland Lao were still confined to Thai
refugee camps.
Of those who were resettled, 49,561 found their way to France, according
to a 2000 study by University of Paris sociologist Si-amhhaivan Sisombat
Souvannavong. Another 9,630 emigrated to Australia, most arriving between
1980 and 1985. Canada counted 12,945 Lao in their 2001 census.
The U.S. census of 2000 breaks down the emigrants from Laos into two categories: ethnic Lao (168,707) and Hmong (169,428). The Hmong consider
themselves natives not only of Laos but also of the neighboring countries of
China, Myanmar and Vietnam. Here's where thE) ethnic Lao have settled in the

MEMORIES: SOME GONE, SOME INTACT
t was called "Balik Laos", a five-day trip in 2002 by several former residents
of Laos who left in the mid-1970s. Flying back from Canada and the USA
where they had settled since then, the group arrived November 3 in Vientiane.
They were feted by the late Philippine Ambassador Mario Galman (who
inspired the project), welcomed at a Novotel hotel salo-salo , went on shopping rounds, paid courtesy calls on Lao government officials. When they left
on November 8, it had been a journey of a lifetime.
"We came together on this trip to revisit a country and its people where a
large part of our lives took shape and substance," said Vicente "Bik"
Marquez, president of Mekong Circle, who led the visitors. It was in Vientiane
where he met his wife Anita and were married there. From 1968 to 1974, Bik
was an accountant with OB while Anita, known as "Baby" was a secretary with
the U.S. Embassy.
There were seven other OB Filipino veterans and an OB Lao nurse in the
group. For them, a compelling part of the trip was to revisit a number of places
closest to their hearts - the OB Hospital, the OB House, the OB Annex. The
hospital, which stood for 42 years at the junction of Phone Kheng Road and
Nong Bon Road had been razed to the ground a few weeks before their
arrival. Visiting the empty, bulldozed grounds, Dr. Raul de Jesus, who performed surgeries there from 1970 to 1975, picked up a piece of broken, green
porcelain. It was, he was convinced, a part of the Operating
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U.S., in descending order of density.
California
55456
Texas
10114
9940
Minnesota
Washington
7974
North Carolina
5313
5235
Illinois
4531
Georgia
Wisconsin
4469
Oregon
4391
4214
Tennessee
4079
Iowa
Massachusetts
3797
3522
Florida
Kansas
3361
3158
Michigan
New York
3063
Rhode Island
2922
2879
Arkansas
Connecticut
2799
Ohio
2749
Virginia
2672
2204
Pennsylvania
2195
Utah
Colorado
2156
1842
Hawaii
District of Columbia

Louisiana
Alaska
Nevada
Oklahoma
South Carolina
Arizona
Indiana
Alabama
Nebraska
Missouri
Maryland
Idaho
New Jersey
New Hampshire
New Mexico
Kentucky
South Dakota
Delaware
Mississippi
Vermont
Maine
Montana
West Virginia
North Dakota
Wyoming

1334
1280
1134
1036
951
940
937
913
902
722
622
490
486
423
368
316
254
109
99
80
79
73
28
23
17

56

We assume that among those who left Laos, quite a large number of our
colleagues settled in Thailand, in its Northeast region, adjacent to Vientiane
and Thakhek provinces, where theThai inhabitants are culturally, linguistical-.
ly and ethnically their cousins. After all, this territory, says history, was part of
Lan Xang, the mighty kingdom that ruled for some 350 years, from 1353 to
1707, its borders encompassing parts of Vietnam and Cambodia, before the
Thai, the Vietnamese and the French dismembered it. Even today, it is said,
fully five times as many ethnic Lao live in Northeast Thailand as in Laos.

Room wash sink wall.
A 15-minute walk down Nong Bon to That Luang Road, OB House still stood
intact in one corner- a two-story residence, its balcony hanging from the front.
Here on the upper ftoor, over the years, dozens of female OB nurses, doctors,
accountants, secretaries, dieticians, shared dormitory rooms; the men lived on
the lower ftoor before they were moved to the OB Annex across the street to
the other corner. Behind OB House were the student nurse dormitories, more
living quarters and the dining hall.
OB Annex had a balcony wrapping its full front length. In one of several
rooms, as many as six beds radiated like spokes from a central post where
one mirror hang. One bathroom and a squat-type toilet downstairs had four
50-gallon drums that stored their bath water.
In 2002, the OB House displayed a blue and white sign near the front
fence: National Centre for Environmental and Water Supply. The student dormitories were gone. The residence itself is an office. OB Annex's street level
rooms have been converted into a cluster of open-front restaurants. The balcony front is festooned with banners advertising Beer Lao, Pepsi Cola, other
packaged drinks and Colgate toothpaste. One store, an internet cafe, occupied the space once taken up by the communal bathroom.
The two buildings were the first stops for incoming volunteers from the
Philippines before they were ftown to the provincial OB hospitals. But for .
those who were assigned to the OB That Luang Hospital, they were home.
And Vientiane was their city for many memorable years.
"It was a great feeling" to see home again, said Bik.

CHRISTMAS IN SAM NEUA
Spending Christmas away from home and
country is one of those experiences Mekong
Circle members remember with bitter-sweet
feelings. Away for the first time fro in our
families and the familiar festive air of this
most cele!Jrated of our Christian feasts, we
remember clearly how we made up for the
separation while we were in Buddhist Laos.
Here is one persons account during the
Christmas season of 1959 in the Lao northeast province of Huaphanh, in its capital of
Sam Neua. Already isolated by surrounding
mountainous terrain, Sam Neua was confined in its tiny valley by roads made dangerously impassable from the outside by a civil
war between the government and the Pathet
Lao guerrillas. From Vientiane, the only way
in was by air; from surrounding villages,
only on foot or horseback. For much of the
year, the weather is cool. Come December, it
turns biting cold.
"There was one paved road, through the
center of town ... The only two-story, stone
building houses the governors residence.
. Most of the houses were made of mud, "
wrote Rodolfo Severino, an OB administrative staff member, who came to visit the OB
team and its 10-bed hospital. Opened in
August 1958, the hospital occupied what
used to be the governor house.

flew into Sam Neua in a C-47 that had to fly
around in five or six dizzying circles, with the
wing tips almost touching the treetops on the
mountain sides, before it could lose enough altitude to land. I alighted from the pane with a message from OB's headquarters in Vientiane to 22year old Cecilia Salarda, a nurse and the only girl
on the team. We had thought that Cecile might
want to spend her Christmas in Vientiane where it
was gayer and she would have feminine companionship. She looked at me as if I had suggested
something preposterous. Half-smiling, half-indignant, she replied, "No, no, of course not. I want to
stay here."
The OB quarters is on the fringe of the town,
snuggled against a hillside, so that if you put out
your hand through the dining room window, you
can touch the cool earth of the slope. Beside it is
the white concrete-and-wood 08 hospital, the only
hospital for hundreds of miles around.
At the time of my visit last year, the hospital was
not yet finished . It was only a roof and four walls
and hand an expanse of gravel for a floor. But
some 25 patients were there, lying on wooden
beds and plywood boards laid on the ground, some
with dextrose trickling into their veins, some shaking with malaria, others with broken bones, still oth-
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Illustration by Tony Liwag (08)

ers with newborn babies at their breasts. When I
arrived, Dr. Pedro Gonzales, a 25-year old physician from Paombong, Bulacan and a nurse Gilbert
Abad, 23, of Quezon Province, had been sleeping
for several nights among their patients because
one or two of them were in critical condition.
On the day before Christmas, Pete Gonzales,
assisted by Bert and two 08-trained Lao aiders,
operated on a comely young woman with an ovarian cyst the size of an eight-month pregnancy. A
tub of live coals on one side of the makeshift operating room kept out the cold. Nurses Cecile of
Aloimodian, Iloilo and Filomeno Ngitngit of Pasay
made their rounds among the patients in the unfinished hospital. Every now and then Cecile would
dash into the house, wrapped up in muffler, jacket, sweater, gloves, long johns and woolen stocking, to warm herself before the fire in the kitchen
stove, where huge logs burned. Dentist Gene
Aguilar, who was to be captured later by the
Pathet Lao, worked on his patients in the team's
classroom, where he had an old dental chair and
his equipment, rubbing his hands together now
and then to keep them from getting numb.
Out in the yard, Engineer Daniel Infante, 29, of
Jaro, Iloilo, took time off from supervising the construction of the hospital and supervised instead the
roasting of the lechon for the Christmas luncheon
the next day. All evening we sat in the sala of the
08 House while the portable record player, given
by a kindly American lady, spun a record of
Christmas carols, stirring in each of us private
slumbering memories.
At eight o'clock, a skinny middle-aged man with
a worn out jacket and fear in his eyes burst into our
little circle and, squatting on his haunches in the
gesture of humility and pressing his palms together in the Buddhist greeting, entreated the doctor to
please rush to his house because his wife was in
terrible pain from a difficult delivery.
Pete wrapped his muffler around his neck, put
on his leather jacket over his woolen sweater,
pulled on his gloves and ran out to the jeep to start
the motor. Cecile, who was nurse on duty that day,
put on her woolen things. The three of us, with me
carrying the medical bag, rode on the jeep, following the worried man pedaling his bicycle furiously
against the cold wind.
The man's house was made of mud, and it was
like a cave, and Pete and Cecile had to bend to go
through the doorway. The woman was lying on
mattress-covered papag, and the lines of pain on
her face were accentuated grotesquely by the little
flame in the middle of the earth ern floor.
I stayed by the doorway, leaning against the
mud wall, not wanting to get in the way, hugging
myself against the cold. It had started to drizzle

and there were no stars that night, only the star-shaped
lantern at the OB house glowing through the fog. But
the cold and the silence and the birth happening inside
the cave-line house among the hills reminded me of
another birth in another cave on another December,
long ago.
Within half an hour I heard the shrill wails of a baby,
and in another 30 minutes, Pete and Cecile emerged
from the house, and we went back to our quarters, with
the raindrops sparkling in the jeeps lights.
At home, we went through the Christmas carols that
we knew, for we had been asked to sing at the midnight
Mass by Fr. Lucien Bouchard, an Oblate from Boston,
of French descent, one of 12 missionaries working
among the tribesmen of the mountains of Sam Neua.
When it was time for Mass we all piled into the roofless jeep, shivering on our inches-thick clothing in the
wind and the rain. The stone-and-brick village church
was almost filled - a few army officers in their formal
uniform and many peasants in rubber slippers or bare
feet and women with babies tied to their backs. Little
stars of bamboo and colored paper were strung above
the altar, like those above the streets of Vientiane during the bid Buddhist feasts. For such stars are of
Chinese origin, and we Filipinos, who always combine
the Oriental with the Christian, have taken this Chinese
decoration and used it to commemorate the Star of
Bethlehem.
Down in the valley, we were told, Father Bouchard's
300 Meo Catholics were putting on a play, their imagination's version of the Nativity, and we regretted having
missed seeing it.
During the Mass, we sang Silent Night and Adeste
Fideles and the Tagalog carol Maligayang Pasko, alternating with a group of Lao who sang their own carols in
throaty Oriental voices that sounded like primitive, but
reverent, chanting.
We had noche buena at OB house - chicken and
pancit and adobo, digging our teeth into Gilbert Abad's
experiment in baking bread, downing the bottle of
cognac I had brought with me from Vientiane. Our
sleepy Lao aiders were wondering why we had to wake
them up to eat a meal at two o'clock on cold morning .
And then we crawled under four woolen blankets, shivering at first contact with the sheets, despite our woolen
sweaters and underclothes and the mufflers around our
ears. Out in the sala, from the record player, came the
strains of The First Noel and Silent Night and Hodie,
Christus Natus Est. Danny Infante was sitting out there
with a glass of cognac in his hand, thinking surely, of his
wife and three small children in Iloilo.
The account above is an excerpt from "This Day Last
Year in Sam Neua" ,first published in the Philippine
Free Press (Dec. 24, 1960). It is reprinted in "Filipinos
in Laos" an unpublished history ofOBfrom 1957 to
1968, written by Fr. Miguel A. Bern ad, S.J. An update
to include the years to 1975 is one of our publication
projects.

How THE

MEKONG
CAME FULL CIRCLE
Take the time to count the heads in this photo.
This is the picnic May 21, 1995 at the Santa
Fe Dam, Los Angeles, the second day celebrating the first Mekong Circle reunion. The
day before, a dinner-dance attended by more
than 280 members was held at the Marriott
Hotel in Baldwin Park. Twenty years earlier,
when a new government took over Laos in
1975, the persons in this photo, had to leave a
country where most ofthem had lived in and
worked for years. They dispersed across the
globe. Many emigrated to the USA.
In 1976, about 50 of them settled in
California and reunited into a group called
Mekong Circle USA, invoking that 4,880-mi/e
long river in Laos that flowed down from its
source in the Chinese highlands to the
Vietnamese delta. They chose the residence of
OB accountant Tony and nutritionist Tacing
Atienza at 4551 Prospect Avenue in Los
Angeles as its "temporary headquarters. '
Mekong Circle's early ambitions were
modest. Among them was 'to provide transportation (to incoming Laos expats) from airports and bus terminals and ... accomodations
to out-of-town members', said their first
newsletter of May 1976. In truth, Mekong
Circle's reason for being was a/so spelled out
in the Newsletter: 'socials will be conducted
every two months ... '
And so, a rotation of potluck get-togethers
at each other's residences consumed much of
that formative period. By 1995, enough critical
mass of members had evolved to launch its
first real reunion. An organizing committee
headed by Nards and Bella Hilario brought
together former employees of the Vientianebased USA/0, OB, Continental Air Services,
Bird &Sons, ECCO/L, 0/CC, the US
Embassy. Committee members were Joe and
Jojo Barcelona, Sr., Philip and Jessie Cruz,
Bill and Amor Valiente Cook, Pol and Cita
Custodio, Nonong and Fe Garcia, Jun and
Claire 1/ustrisimo, Celso & Bounchuey
Orense, Romy and Raquel Pestanas,
Watana Panutai., Cecile and Manding Datu,
Monching & Nits Romano. By the time of its
second reunion in July 1998 in Los Angeles
and in July 2000 in San Francisco, its membership had reached out to Filipino expats in
Australia, Canada, Europe, the Philippines.
Hence Mekong Circle was transformed into
Mekong Circle International when it marked its
fourth get-together in August 2002 in New York
City.
' Those of us who were in Laos in the 60s
are most likely in our 60s today', says Red del
Rosario, an OB accountant who now lives in
New Jersey. 'We may have lost some hair,
and even some teeth, but not the memories.
How sweet they are!'

UPDATE: CHICAGO

2004 REUNION

DEADLINES To WATCH
• AuG. 6, 7 & 8, 2004. EIGHT MONTHS TO GO ! Be sure you have marked these days on your calendars.
• JUNE 30, 2004: Deadline to send in your registration fees. Can't fmd your registration form? Download and print it out from
www.mekongcircle.org (click on 2004 reunion).
• MAY 1, 2004: Deadline to send your advertisements and messages for the souvenir program. $120 for a full page; $60 for a half page. We
have received ads from Gel dela Cruz, Bik Marquez, Lydia Palma, Novotel Hotel (Vientiane, Laos). Mekong Circle New York has
reserved 4 pages of the centerfold.
• MARCH 30, 2004: Deadline to send your recipes for our Mekong Circle Cookbook. Send to Linda Masibay, 2943 N. Nashville, Chicago,
Illinois 60634 (tel. 773 889 1731; email ecmasibay@msn.com). ·

REGISTRANTS AS OF DEC.

31, 2003

Canada: Connie Frias, Ato & Offie Paglinawan, Ken & Ciony Agbayani Ljungar, Nor & Brenda Tapang; Philippines: Ruben & Marita
Layug, Fred Mendoza; California: Joe & Jojo Barcelona, Manding & Cecile Datu, Gel & Virgie dela Cruz, Juan & Lourdes Alberto
Ilaw, Jun & Claire Ilustrisimo, Bik & Baby Marquez; Hawaii: Steve & Chabeng Fajardo Swift; Illinois: Amphone Manivong; Indiana:
Laling Endriga; New Jersey: Teddy & Lydilla Parreno; New York: Marie Aguilos, Ampie Malolos, Pete & Pet Fuentecilla, Vilma
Valenzuela, Red & Edith del Rosario, Tony & Cora Sazon, Evelyn & Boni Alon, Linda & Cesar Mendoza; Ohio:Tony & Gina Liwag,
Bert & Melanie Reyes; Pennsylvania: Bac & Joy Bacordo; Tennessee: Alex & Lynne del Carmen; Texas: Rene & Vilma Dimaunahan
and dayghter Claire; Washington: Bob & Asil Monserrat, Lydia Palma.
You can send your Registration form without any check. This will give us an idea of how many rooms to reserve at the Hyatt Regency Hotel.
At this time, it is still too early for them to hold any advance reservations at discount rates. You can send your registration fee later ($1 00 per
person).
All registration fees and forms, ads and checks, please mail to: Puring Roque de Jesus, see contact information below
Thank you to Larry Woodson, for mel' IVS (International Volunteer Service Laos) for his $100 donation.

PROMOTION TOUR foR OUR REUNION
Puring went on a promotion tour (promoting the Chicago reunion) from October 30 to November 20, 2003 to Manila, Hongkong and
California. Photo below is a get-together at the International Rice and Research Institute in Laguna with Philippine Mekong Circle members.
In Manila, she also met with Gani Bautista, Jun & Bing Belicena, Tony Agustin, Vicky Villanueva, Rene Mapua, Bay Suarez and
Andrea Magtoto Dizon. In Los Angeles, California: Nanding Sabado, Joe & Jojo Barcelona, Cecile & Manding Datu, Clem & Pat
Gonzales, Claire & Juil Ilustrisimo, Fely Navera and Denis Hebreo. In Hongkong, Connie and Rene Sebollena.

Seated left to right: Ruben Layug, Marita Layug, Violy Evangelista, Eve Guevara,
Fred Mendoza. Standing, from left: Sonia Morales Ballo, Mely Marquez Cuyno,
Mike Palacpac, Roel Guevara, Puring de Jesus, Anthony de Jesus, Ben Revilla.

CORPORATE OFFICE

PHILIPPINE REUNION OFFICE

375 South Mayfair Ave., Suite 288
Daly City, California 94015 USA
Tel. 650 991 3335
Fax 650 758 4752
Email: bikmarquez@hotmail.com

Tony Agustin
564 Sipat, Plaridel, Bulacan
Philippines
044 795 2662 or 044 795 2617
Email: ara_rha@mozcom.com
cell 09176 365 3399

2004 REUNION COMMITTEE
Puring Roque de Jesus
1638 Ontario St.
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901 USA
Tel. 513 868 9396 or 920 232 8210
Cell 513 295 7866
Email: prdejesus@aol.com

